
The Shell Deep Water Bio Urn

Store and display the Shell Urn with the protective covering on. Each Shell 
Urn is packaged in a custom box that is a convenient and discreet way for 
families to transport the urn. This custom packaging received with the Shell 
Urn should be kept. The box (and urn) will pass through airport security 
screenings and can fit in the overhead compartment of most commercial 
airliners.

The Shell Urn is crafted by hand from recycled paper and paper clay. Each 
urn is hand painted and will differ in appearance from other Shells. Included 
with each urn is a biodegradable bag into which the cremains MUST be 
placed. DO NOT place cremated remains directly into the Shell Urn.

 To close the urn, squeeze a bead of biodegradable glue around the edge of 
the opening and place the lid in the opening. Apply light pressure for two 
to three minutes or until the glue is dry. Wipe away any excess glue with a 
clean, damp cloth.

For water burial, place the Shell Urn onto the water’s surface with the top 
facing up (top has fewer holes). The Shell Urn is designed and engineered 
to briefly float and gracefully sink.  The time each Shell takes to sink will 
vary depending on the local conditions, weight and volume of the cremated 
remains, and how the urn is placed in the water. If the Shell is being placed 
into calm water, it is important that the urn be submerged briefly before 
being released. This will reduce the length of time taken for the urn to sink.

All federal and local regulations must be followed when placing this urn in 
water. This urn should NOT be used in protected or restricted waters. It 
should also NOT be placed into the water from the beach/pier. 
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